Greening the Urban Fabric: Contribution of green surfaces in reducing CO₂ emissions
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Abstract: - This research focuses on the potential contribution of green surfaces [green roofs and green façades] in reducing CO₂ emissions as applied to the city core of Vancouver, Canada. This includes an analysis of their influence in reducing the energy demand by buildings and in food production, as well as in the capacity of greenery to trap air pollutants such as CO₂. It applies the Seattle Green Factor for greening the urban fabric.

The research compiles findings from previous studies on urban forest, green roofs, green walls and food production, which forms the basis of this research. From this analysis it identifies the contribution of green surfaces to the urban environment, providing specific data on the influence towards reducing CO₂.

Obtained data shows that the contribution towards reducing CO₂ emissions of the proposed green surfaces includes a 15% reduction in CO₂ generated for cooling buildings; a 3% reduction of the energy required for transporting food by growing it on green rooftops; and another 2% via CO₂ uptake by the greenery. The research suggests that such green interventions could contribute significantly in reducing CO₂ emissions of cities, especially by reducing the energy demand by buildings and food production. This would also contribute to a reduction in cities’ fossil fuel dependency.
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1 Introduction

In 2008, for the first time in history, the urban population will equal the rural population of the world and, from then on, the world population will be urban in its majority (United Nations [1]). This means that cities will keep growing in order to accommodate additional people. But at the same time this also means that more agricultural lands will be needed in order to feed this growing urban population. This research analyses the potential of growing food within existing cities through green surfaces (green roofs and façades). It then studies the contribution that such green interventions would have in reducing the CO₂ emitted by cities.

What if buildings grew food in cities? Does growing food within cities make sense? What benefits would arise? This research attempts to bring clarity to these questions, analysing the contributions of green surfaces in reducing CO₂ emissions. To do so, it applies the Seattle Green Factor (Green Factor [2]) to a particular selected area in downtown Vancouver, Canada. The Seattle
Green Factor, which is based on previous European factors (BAF [3] and the Greenspace Factor [4]), suggests that “a project must plan for the equivalent of 30 per cent of the parcel area committed to urban landscaping” (Mason and GRHC, 2007 [5]). Green factors promote increased green surfaces in cities and their main objectives could be summarized as follows:

- Safeguarding and improving microclimatic and atmospheric hygiene
- Safeguarding and developing soil function and water balance
- Creating and enhancing the quality of plant and animal habitats
- Improving the urban environment by, for instance, reducing energy demand and CO₂ emissions

This research suggests an additional objective: the potential of the green surfaces to grow vegetables. It then analyses its contribution to the city in terms of reducing CO₂ emissions.

In doing so, it identifies a series of related research studies which are mainly focused on the analysis of the contribution of green roofs and green walls in reducing the energy demand by buildings. But few researchers have focused on the potential of these green surfaces to grow food within cities and the contribution to reducing CO₂ emissions. This research includes this analysis in order to develop a more holistic concept regarding the influence of green surfaces in reducing CO₂ emissions and ultimately mitigating Climate Change.

The research begins by selecting a specific site in the core of downtown Vancouver, and analysing existing green and grey surfaces. It then applies the Seattle Green Factor which requires an increase in green surfaces by 60% on flat roof areas, and 10% on façade areas in order to achieve the 0.3 value suggested by the Factor. The research argues that by greening 60% of existing flat roof areas, and assuming vegetables would be produced on them, the vegetable needs of the people living in the study area would be covered. Moreover, this would contribute to a CO₂ emissions reduction of 15 percent.

Throughout history urban policies have incorporated minimum requirements for creating more liveable cities, such as minimum percentages for green spaces, [Ley Foral [6]]. This research suggests that with an increasing world urban population and scarcity of world natural resources, urban policies should begin thinking on incorporating minimum requirements of food production within urban developments, in order to ensure sufficient food supply to the population.

2 Methodology Reduction in energy demand/food production/Trapping air pollutants

In the first phase, the case study site is selected within downtown Vancouver. The selected area combines residential and commercial buildings. It is a neighbourhood from the 1960s, which hosts 8,500 people and in which new high rise buildings are still developing, promoted through the “EcoDensity” initiative (City of Vancouver [7]) launched by the City of Vancouver.

![Fig2: The selected site in downtown Vancouver. It combines the residential neighbourhood – West End – and Downtown District neighbourhood.](image)

The research analyses existing conditions of the site, in terms of green versus grey surfaces; current energy consumption by buildings based on their usage; and CO₂ emissions depending on the energy source. It also calculates current flat roof and building façade areas.

![Fig3: Grey vs. Green surfaces analysis of the selected site](image)
Table 1: Characteristics of the selected site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building Use</th>
<th>Energy - CO₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area [ha]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2.3ha [12%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grey</td>
<td>17.2ha [88%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The energy consumption estimate is based on energy targets for the South East False Creek Development in downtown Vancouver (City of Vancouver [8])

** CO₂ emissions estimate assumes 1kg/1kwh gas emits 190gCO₂, and 1kwh electricity emits 40gCO₂ (Environmental Food and Rural Affairs-UK [9])

The research applies the Seattle Green Factor [3] to the case study area. In order to achieve the 0.3 value suggested by the Factor, it proposes to green 60% of existing flat roof areas, and 10% of existing building façade areas. By doing so, existing green surface areas increase from 12% to 24%.

3 Reduction in CO₂ emissions

This research analyses a series of research studies on urban forests, urban parks, green roofs, and green walls, which suggests the contribution of greenery in reducing C0₂. It explores three aspects by which greenery would reduce C0₂ by greening the urban fabric:

3.1 Contribution to reduce the energy demand by buildings

It is worth it mentioning that some research studies focused on the influence of vegetation in reducing the air temperature of the surrounding area, which consequently reduced the energy demand by buildings. In this sense, some of these studies on urban parks suggest that for every 100m² of vegetation, air temperature is reduced by 1°C, and that by increasing 10% the green to built area ratio a 0.8°C reduction is achieved (Dimoudi & Nicolopoulou [10]). In similar terms Central Park in New York reduces its nearby temperature by 2-5°C (Rosenzweig, Solecki & Slosberg [11]), and Shinjuku Gyoen park in Tokyo which reduces the urban heat island effect by 2°C and decreases the temperature in adjacent areas within the range of 80-90m from the boundary. (Honjo, Narita, et. al. [12]). Vegetated courtyards reduce air temperature around 4-5°C (Reynolds [13]), and vegetated roofs reduce air temperature between 0.5-2°C (The City of Toronto & Ryerson University [14]).

The contribution of greenery in lowering air temperature directly affects a reduced cooling energy demand of buildings by 31%, and windbreak plantings further contribute to reduced annual heating by 15% (McPherson, Nowak et. al. [15]). Similarly, according to computer simulations, green walls contribute to a reduced cooling energy use in Madrid by as much as 45%, and a 23% heating reduction (Laurenz [16]).

Considering the studies explained above, the research applies this data into the selected study area, which has proposed to green 60% of existing flat roofed areas, and 10% of existing building façade areas, in order to achieve the Green Factor. The research assumes that by greening the selected area in these terms, those buildings covered by green roofs and green façades would reduce their annual energy demand by 20%. In this sense, by these types of green interventions, the annual energy demand by buildings, including cooling and heating, would be reduced by 14% and CO₂ emissions by 15%.

3.2 Contribution to local food production

This research studies in depth the influence of the proposed green surfaces intervention to promote local food production and reduce the CO₂ emissions related to global food production. The research analyses the appropriateness of using
buildings as local food producers, and its consequences. Some proposals have already been made in this direction. It is most notably through the work of Dr. Dickson Despommier, searching for alternatives to current food production (Despommier [17]). Figure 4, below, shows some projects proposed by his students from Columbia University’s Department of Environmental Health Sciences. In similar terms SOA architects have proposed the Living Tower or “La Tour Vivante” (SOA architects [18]).

This research attempts to achieve specific data derived from such interventions focused on the contribution in reducing CO₂ emissions. Today, food travels farther than ever all around the world. In the United States, fruits and vegetables are travelling over 2.000 kilometers from farm to store (Pirog & Benjamin [20]). In Canada, studies show that the imports of 58 studied food items travel an average of 4.497 km in the Waterloo Region, Ontario (Xuereb [21]). In the United Kingdom, the travelling distances are 2.000 miles for vegetables (Blythman [22]).

The further food travels, the more CO₂ is emitted from food transport. Transport by air produces 1.070,4g of CO₂ per tonne-kilometre shipped, 264,7g by trucking, 53,4g by marine, and 29,2 by rail (Environment Canada, 2002 [23]). An average of 1,3 kg of GHG emissions is generated for every kilogram of food imported in Waterloo Region, Ontario (Xuereb [21]). These imports account for 51.709 tonnes of GHG emissions annually. Similarly, in Toronto, imported food items are transported 81 times further than the local items (Bentley & Barker [24]). If all the food remains local, 14.000 tonnes of GHG emissions can be reduced (Lam [25]).

As a result, local food systems can reduce "food miles" and eventually the CO₂ emissions derived from food transport. In the urban environment, rooftop area has provided large potentials for urban agriculture. In St. Petersburg, studies show that an average of 3kg/m² of vegetables are produced from rooftop gardens, while 8kg/m² are produced using plastic and greenhouses (Gavrilov [26]).

This research considers that the average fruit and vegetable production in BC is 15tonnes per hectare, per year (Statistics Canada [27]). Therefore, if 60% of existing flat roofed areas [4,6ha] within the selected site were greened and used for growing vegetables; 68,5 tonnes of fruit and vegetables would be produced annually. Considering the population of the selected area (8.478 people), and that fruit and vegetable consumption per capita in BC is about 287kg/year (BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands [28]), this would mean that growing food on green roofs would provide 3% of the annual fruit and vegetable requirements of the people living in the area, and would consequently indicate a CO₂ reduction of 3% in transporting fruit and vegetables.

On a larger scale, below is the Sociopolis proposal by Vicente Guallart for a new urban development in Valencia, Spain (Guallart [19])

As a result, local food systems can reduce "food miles" and eventually the CO₂ emissions derived from food transport. In the urban environment, rooftop area has provided large potentials for urban agriculture. In St. Petersburg, studies show that an average of 3kg/m² of vegetables are produced from rooftop gardens, while 8kg/m² are produced using plastic and greenhouses (Gavrilov [26]).

This research considers that the average fruit and vegetable production in BC is 15tonnes per hectare, per year (Statistics Canada [27]). Therefore, if 60% of existing flat roofed areas [4,6ha] within the selected site were greened and used for growing vegetables; 68,5 tonnes of fruit and vegetables would be produced annually. Considering the population of the selected area (8.478 people), and that fruit and vegetable consumption per capita in BC is about 287kg/year (BC Ministry of Agriculture and Lands [28]), this would mean that growing food on green roofs would provide 3% of the annual fruit and vegetable requirements of the people living in the area, and would consequently indicate a CO₂ reduction of 3% in transporting fruit and vegetables.
3.3 Capacity of vegetation to trap air pollutants

During the photosynthesis process, plants uptake CO₂ converting it into glucose by the use of light. The amount of CO₂ trapped by plants is closely related to their biomass and depends on different factors such as temperature, light, and plants' growth curves (Taiz & Zeiger [29]). However, little research has been done focused on calculating the biomass of different plant species. A few references on this topic provide some general information, such as for the Chicago urban forest, which stores 942,000 tonnes of carbon/year (McPherson, Nowak et al. [14]). This research assumes that the capacity of plants to sequester CO₂ is the following: grassy plants would trap 4.38 kg/m² per year; shrubby plants (on green roofs) would trap 8.76 kg/m²; and climber plants (on green walls) would trap 6.57 kg/m² (Schaefer [30]).

Considering these numbers and applying them to the proposed green intervention for the selected area, the research concludes that the capacity of vegetation to trap CO₂ contributes to a 2% CO₂ emissions reduction derived from energy consumed by buildings.

4 Conclusion / Discussion

This research demonstrates the potential of green surface interventions in reducing CO₂ emissions. Results demonstrate that by greening a certain area of a city, in order to achieve the requirements indicated in the Seattle Green Factor, the CO₂ emissions of the selected area would be reduced by 15% by reducing the energy demand by buildings; by 3% in avoiding the transportation of fruit and vegetables; and by 2% by sequestering CO₂ emitted by buildings.

This research acknowledges the complexity in providing these types of findings, however, since the results are based on related research, and transferred to an overall green intervention. This means that some important factors have been left out, such as local climate conditions, which results in a lack of accuracy. In order to achieve more precise data, the research suggests that it would be more accurate to analyse such research within a real building using the local climate and employing computerized test rooms. Nonetheless, this research considers that the demonstrated results thus far adequately illustrate the influence of such a green intervention in cities, in order to encourage urban decision makers to seriously consider these interventions as viable methods for reducing CO₂ emissions.
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